Keeping Data in Bound: The Case for
a Unified Data Loss Prevention Policy
Strong data-layer security can improve enterprise security
and enable new workflows

WHITE PAPER

As mobility and cloud computing continue to expand, so does
the network perimeter that defense agencies need to protect.
Data loss prevention (DLP) used to be simple, at least in theory:
Protect the local network, and all data within that network
perimeter will be secure. But it’s no longer that simple. Today,
the perimeter has expanded to wherever users are, from the
frontlines to the Pentagon. In essence, data is the new perimeter.

Components of a Unified
DLP Policy
A DLP policy should follow data wherever it goes. As a result,
DOD agencies need to ensure that they have a unified strategy
that weaves the different technological components together
to ensure complete security. Here are some key attributes
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In adopting cloud, mobility, and related technologies, agencies
have argued that users need to access data whenever they
need it, wherever they are, and through whatever device they
are using. The same requirements apply to DLP.

to ensure that DLP systems work with the most popular cloud
productivity apps, including Office 365, Box, and Dropbox.
Agencies should also look for detect-as-a-service technologies
that can identify anomalies in network behavior.
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data found in the cloud, in on-premises file stores, SharePoint,
removable USB, or data tagged by users. Finally, agencies call
for security measures such as identity controls, encryption/
decryption, and digital rights management to follow users
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Associate Director for Cloud Computing
and Agile Development, Enterprise Services
& Integration Directorate, Office of the
DOD CIO (2017 Defense Systems Summit)

even when it is accessed from unmanaged locations or devices.
rights management technology, applied not at the network
level, but the data level. Another option is to monitor user
access for any behaviors that might compromise security—
and to revoke access as appropriate.

ENDPOINTS
As agencies create DLP policies, they need to ensure that
endpoints remain protected, wherever they are. Agencies need
to scan local hard drives, allowing deep visibility into sensitive
files that users store on their laptop and desktops, along with
the ability to quarantine files, local or remote, as necessary.
These tools should also help users, providing them with alerts
to incidents with on-screen popups or email notifications.
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STORAGE

Implementing a unified DLP policy ensures that data remains

Even data at rest must be protected. DLP technologies can
scan network file shares, databases, and other enterprise
data repositories for confidential data. This includes local file
systems on Windows, Linux, AIX and Solaris servers, among
others. DLP technologies also clean up and secure any files
that have been exposed, and remediate them to ensure they
are secure. Newer systems can even educate users about policy
violations by leaving a market text file in the file’s original

protected and secure no matter its state—in transition, in
use, or at rest. As a result, the agency remains more secure
as a whole. Unified DLP is not just about providing a layer
of protection over valuable data but also about creating a
safeguard against other threats and risk factors entering
the overall enterprise. As the network continues to expand,
the DOD will want to look at a unified DLP approach as a key
component of their overall security strategy.

location to explain why it was quarantined.
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